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i have only microsoft office professional plus 2016 product that i bought from retailer. there are 3 in my product listing. as i tried to use the activation wizard, it keep pop-up. i cant use my product because of this. i've done anything from uninstalling and go to nearest
computer shop to ask for help. they also don't know what to do. i also can't ask for help from microsoft office team, their support site always down. check here screenshot i include: if you have multiple mac licenses associated with the same microsoft account, it's best
to start with amicrosoft 365 subscription because you can install on all your devices and be signed in to office on five devices at a time. a one-time-use license can not be deactivated. if you dont have amicrosoft 365 subscription, start by using the license at the top of
the list and moving your way down. when the microsoft office is already activated on the kms server, the following conditions apply: account settings and licences of all applications are stored on the kms server. if the office application (application name) is used from
the office account on the kms server, the license info is stored on the kms server as well. after the microsoft office is activated with a different account, the following conditions apply: account settings and licences of all applications are stored on the kms server. if the
office application (application name) is used from the office account on the kms server, the license info is stored on the kms server as well.
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to reset the activation state, follow these steps. stop the application, if it is running in the background. for example, when you start your microsoft office application, the related activation process is started. go to kms portal (> select the product key management tab.
select the office 16, volume_kms_channel (office 21, volume_kmsclient channel or office 19, volume_kmsclient channel) with the licensing status licensed in the product key management list. (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle []).push({}); select the office 16,

volume_kms_channel (office 21, volume_kmsclient channel or office 19, volume_kmsclient channel) with the licensing status licensed in the software licensing tab.push({}); you can remove the current office account information by clicking the remove button. click the
next button. the second issue is that there is no provision in the microsoft office 2010 license agreement to activate by cd. so, even if you do have a valid cd key, you will have to use it in conjunction with a kms server. if you don't want to activate by kms server, you

will have to redistribute the kms key and the product key to each user in the corporate network. this is a tedious process. 5ec8ef588b
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